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Some Examples of the Use of Structure
Functions in the Analysis of Satellite lmages of
the Ocean
L. WaId
Centre de Télédétection et d'Analyse des Milieux Naturels, Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris, Sophia-Antipolis,
06565 Valbonne, France

ABsrRAcr: This paper deals with the use of the structure function, also called a variogram, to analyze satellite images
of the ocean. The sJructure function is a powerful tool for the description of twoldimensional'random fields."Its
characteristics are used in two different examples. First, the behavior of ihe structure function close to its origin gives
the variance of salt and pepper noise within an image. Such a method has been applied to various spaceborne sensors.
Second, fitting the experimental structure function by a power law demonstratei ihe way the turbùlent energy at the
surface of the ocean is transferred from scales to scales.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STRUCTURE FUNCTION OR
VARIOGRAM

f Er us DEFTNE the two-dimensional space variable as x. Fol-
f-rlowing Matheron (1963, 1970a, L970b, L973), we interpret a
two-dimensional field data set as samples of a non-statiônary
random function Z(x).11.Z(x) has stationary increments and for
a distance h, the structure function or variogram, D, has the
expected value

D.,(h) = E((z(x+h)-Z(x))') (1)

This quantity divided by two is called a semivariogram or in-
trinsic function and has been, and still is, widely used in ge-
ology, in particularly, mining (see, e.g., Matheron (1963) and
Royle (1980) among many others). The structure function itself
has been successfully used for some time in the study of the
structure of turbulent fields in the atmosphere and the ocean
(see, e.g., Kolmogorov (1941) or Panchev lieZg or Gage (1979)).
It has also been used in digital imagery (Serra, 1982) and also
in remote sensing to filter out noise in images (Albuisson, L976)
or to explore Landsat data (Carry and Myers, 1984) or to analyze
texture as an aid to the classification of multispectral data (Sar-
rut, 1977), among many other uses.

The structure function depicts the spatial variability at in-
creasing distances (scales) between sample points. It puts on a
rational and numerical basis the well-known côncept of the "range
of influence" of the variable in a fashion more oi less similar to
the covariance function for a stationary function. It also gives a
measure of the variance of the structuies the sizes of whTch are
smaller than the sampling size. This variance is called the nug-
get effect or nugget variance or random variance as shown in
Figure-L, which illustrates a typical structure function. The spa-
tial behavior of Z(x) is closely related to the shape of Dz;(h)
near the origin. 11 Drr(h) is twice differentiable it the origin,
then Z(x) is smoothly continuous and it contains rather eier-
getic long wavelength terms. If Drr(h) is linear near the origin,
then Z(x) is continuous but not necessarily derivable. lf Dz;6)
is not continuous at the origin, hence presenting a nugget ef-
fect, Z(x) is not continuous and is rather erratic.

The structure function may be linked to the widelv known
and used Fourier transform. For a second-order statioiary ran-
dom function, the structure function may be expressed as a
function of the covariance B(h): i.e.,

Random
var iance

Distance between samples
Fre . 1. A typical semivariogram. (Royle, 1980).

If S means the Fourier transform and if E(k) is the spectral
density of variance, k being the wavevector, it follows (Pan-
chev, 1971) that

D..(h) tz = frQtdk - e-1 (Ë(k)). (3)

As an example, if E(k) - k-", with n>L, D(h) - h"-1. T]|le
spectrum E(k) of a periodic function Z(x) wllI disptay peaks and
D..(h) a series of bumps, both denoting the period (fundamen-
tal plus harmonics). However, the Fourier transform is better
than the structure function to show up periodic phenomena
because peaks offer a better determination of the periods than
do bumps.

Some of the characteristics of the behavior of the structure
function are now used in two examples. First, the nugget effect
is used to provide the variance of salt and pepper noise present
in satellite imagery. Second, the way the turbulent energy cas-
cades from scales to scales at the surface of the ocean-is ex-
amined by fitting a power law onto experimental structure
functions. Regarding the calculation of the structure function
by a computer, it can be done either in the direct way (EquationD.,(h) /2 = B(0) - B(h) (2)
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1), which takes a lot CPU time or by using a Fast Fourier Trans-
form routine and applying Equation 3.

ESTIMATING SALT AND PEPPER NOISE IN IMAGERY

Salt and pepper noise characterizes the scattering of the ra-
diometric measurements for a same impinging signal. Given an
image it is usually estimated by the use of the Fourier transform
(|enkins and Watts, 1969; Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975)-How-
ever, the very chaotic behavior of the spectral density for high
wavenumbers as well as the presence of large scale trends may
render the estimates rather inaccurate. Because the variance of
the noise appears in the structure function as the nugget vari-
ance, structure function offer a good readiness of the noise var-
iance even in presence of large variations of the actual signal-
It is also invariant, by definition, to systematic errors.

Two examples are now given regarding the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard the NOAA satellite
series and the Coastal Color Zone Zcanner (czcs) aboard the
Nimbus 7 satellite. First, the structure functions are computed
from images containing raw data. Second, the noise variance is
estimated and is compared to the prior-to-flight specifications
of the sensor. Third, operations are repeated to examine the
influence of aging.

The thermal resolution of the sensor AVHRR/NOAA for the
channels 3, 4, and 5 is 0.05, 0.09, and 0.09'C, respectively at
23'C. According to NOAA, the temperature difference equiva-
lent to the noise standard deviation (NEAT) is equal to 0.12"C
at 23"C for each thermal channel, and the signal-to-noise ratio
(s/w) is greater than 3 for visible and near-infrared channels 1
and 2.

Figure 2 displays some examples of computed structure func-
tions. Though the structure functions for one channel Present
different shapes and amplitudes, they have a common origin:
the nugget variance. Table 1 shows the average values of the
standard deviation of the noise for various copies of the AVHRR
sensor and also for various ages of each copy. It demonstrates
that the specifications are met for channel 2 always and some-
times for channel 1. Both present a slight decrease of perform-
ance with time. It also enhances the well-known problems
encountered with channel 3 and at last the high quality of the
data of channels 4 and 5 because, for both channels, NEAT is
less than the resolution (0.09'C). These good results are also
stable with time.

In the same fashion the salt and pepper noise present in the
raw images provided by the czcs aboard Nimbus 7 has been
estimated. The four possible values of gain were taken into
account. Table 2 shows mean values of the signal-to-noise rato
as a function of channel and time. These values are in agree-
ment with the sensor specifications of NaSa except for thermal

channel 6 which is, rather noisy. Table 2 demonstrates a de-
crease of performance with time except for channel 5. This de-
crease is not constant in time, and sensor noise was higher
during 1981 than 1982, except for channels 4 and 6-

THERMAL IMAGERY AND OCEANIC TURBULENCE

Statistical analyses of the mesoscale temperature field are of
primary interest for the comprehension of oceanic turbulence.
i o. s.rih a turbulent field, the structure function is quite smooth
because all scales are present within an image, none of them
being predominent. It may be fitted by a Power law, the ex-
poner,l of which indicates, briefly speaking, how the energy
iransfers from scales to scales. The turbulent part of infrared
images from both the sensor VHRRAIoAA-s and the sensor HCMIV
AEM'-1 was investigated by Deschamps et aI- (1981) and Wald
(1980). Structure functions were computed (Figure 3) and a power
law was fitted to each of them. Their results show that the
structure function Dtt(h) of the thermal turbulent field can be
accurately described by a power law within the range of scales
3 to 100 km: i.e.,

D"(h) : Drr(h'@) -- A(@) tu" r (4)

where /r is the scale and O the polar angle of the vector h. The
anisohopy of the temperature field aPPears only in the ampli-
tude of ihe structure iunction while the exponent is isotropic.
In the stationary case, to this structure function there corre-
sponds a temperature variance spectral density: i.e-,

E,(k,@) : c(@) k-". (5)

The value of r ranges between 1.5 and 2-3 with a mean value
of 1.8. Similar results were found either from airborne mea-
surements (Saunders, 1972; Litt' and Katsaros, 1984) or from
ship towed sensor (Fieux ef aI., 1978). These results are in very
godd agreement with the theory of Blumen (1978) which deals
with quasigeostrophic turbulence at the surface of the ocean.
It assulmes the coniervation of both the total enetgy of the sys-
tem and the potential energy at the surface. These hypotleses
imply a cascade of the latter towards the greatest wavenumbers-
Thè ipectral density of the available potential energy is a power
law of the horizonlal wavenumber k whose exPonent is equal
to -513 (--1'.67). The spectral density of the variance of a passive
scalar follows a similàr law (Lesieur and Sadourny, 1981) and
so does the temperature variance spectral density-

The influence of atmospheric effects upon the exponent has
only been partly addressed by the above cited authors. The
radiometriC temperature Tr measured from space can be ex-
pressed by the now usual form:

T n : t T  + T A (6)

1 0
(c)(b)(a)

Ftc. 2. Some examples of structure functions computed from various AVHRR/NoAA images to estimate the salt and pepper noise' (a) channel 1 (vls)'
(b) channel 2 (NrR), (c) channel 5 (tR).
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the atmosphere may be suspected in their results. However,
this influence of thesè parameters is lessened by the high level
of salt and peppgr noise present in the Vrnn images usedl whose
temperature difference equivalent to the noise standard devia-
tion (NEAT) was found to be 0.7 to 0.8.C for a radiometric ac_
curacy of 0.5"C (Wald, 1980). It follows that, for the clear
atmospheres under consideration, the fluctuations of the at-
mospheric parameters and their relative importance were small
enough not to induce sensible changes in 

-the 
variations of T,

and hence that the results of Deschàmps et aI. and Wald are
still valid.

S-ome 9{ the images -were also analyzed by a direct compu-
tation of the spectral density of the tèmperàture variance.^Of
course/ similar results were obtained. However, the structure
function was preferred for the following reasons. The readiness
of a structure function is better than one of a spectral density
and, far from the origin, the fitting of a powei law onto thê
structure function offers a better determination of the exponent
than does a spectral density. Also, structure functions are in-
sensitive to systematic changes or errors while spectra are not.
These systematic changes may be related, for eiample, to the
abnospheric effects on the signal upwelling from the sèa. Hence,
once the nugget effect is subtracted, struclure functions may be
compared to each other.

CONCLUSION
Two examples have been presented of the use of the structure

function or variogram to analyze satellite images of the ocean.
The structure function is a powerful tool for the description of
two-dimensional random fields. Its characteristics have been
proven accurate estimates of some oceanic parameters. The first
example given here can be extended to other sensors to obtain
the level of the salt and.pepper noise which effects the accuracy
of the final results. Also, statistical analyses using structurê
functions may be applied to other ocean variables. BJyond their
interest in the comprehension of the oceanic turbulénce, such
analyses-o{fer means in numerical modeling for the parametri-
zation of the unresolved motions or submeéh phenohena.
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bulent structures. (Wald, 1980).

where T is the water temperature, f the atmospheric transmit_
tance, and T^ an appropriate mean air temperaiure. The struc_
ture function of the water temperaftlre is, theiefore, a combination
of unknown structure functiôns of products and of cross-struc_
ture functions involving the three parameters T, t, and. T^. The
above cited authors assume that the atmospheric pararrËiers, t
a1d T^, are stable within the scale ra.rge i to 10d km. Henée,
they can write

Dr"r"(h) : t2 Dr, (h) V)

where the influence of the atmosphere affects only the deter_
mination of the structure function amplifude and îot the de_
terminati_on of the exponent. But this àssumption is not valid
because these parameters present also spatial flucfuations within
this range-. Like the otheis atmospheric passive scalars, their
spectra follow apower law whose exponeni is -5/3 (see a review,
e.g./ in Gage (1979) or panchev (197i))- Hence, thè influence oi
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SOVIET SATELLITE IMAGING AND IMAGE TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR

The National Geographic society hosted a seminar on soviet satellite remote sensing on June 21', 1'989. A soviet foreign trade as-

sociation (SOJUZKARTA) has been recently ..uàt"J in the spirit o{ glasnost to releasé and distribute imagery from several of the

soviet space programs. soviet imagery is being marketed in itre we.Jtern Hemisphere by Contirrade services Corporation, a sub-

sidiary of continental Grain Company. yarketing of the Soviet space.imagery is under the direction of Mr. Myron R. Iaserson, senior

Marketing Director of Contirrade. contirrade in"turn has employed the sàrrrices of Dr. velon Minshew as its resident exPert in remote

sensing technology and applications.
Mr. Iaserson g"t" th;ti;;ïi'."-urtr at the seminar, and Dr. Minshew served as moderator. Dr. Yuri P' Kienko, Director General

of pRIRoDA (the soviet stàte scËntific ,"s"urch und pioÉ".tio" center for geodesy and cartography) wa1 the highest level Soviet offi-

cial at the seminar, ""à;;;;;;t"â the technical as'pects of the Soviet spa,ce programs in the morning' Mr' Anatoly, Director of

Kosmokarta (one of the s9JUZKARTA firms) presented the some of the applicationé of the imagery in the afternoon, including those

in the developing countries.
ContiTrade had used three U.S. image processing firms to digitally scan many. Soviet space il|Se-s-qf areas in the U'S" and these

firms supplied the exrribits arrJscientisîs who p.esËnted their rËsults to the seminar attendees. Thé u.s. Landsat oPerator (EosAT)

and the French slor-rmage co*puny also pràvided personnel-who spoke about theircourrtry's plans to.continue in,space remote

sensing commercializationlThe "*i iuii, *"r. ai"pt"y"â.urourrd the lunËh tables (hosted by ContiTiade and the Soviets), and interac-

tive pc-based digital systems were installed arouid Éh" bul.or,y over the attendees'heads às they ate lunch, a constant reminder to go

see them when they were finished eating.
The Soviets u." ,"t"*i.!fhotograph"s from the multispectral MK-4 camera and the KFA-1000 camera which images in both black-

and-white, and color. rtte IrÏrt-a mïgds with a ground."ràLrtior, of 6 meters, the KFA-1000 5 meters' This compares with landsat's 30

meter resolution and SpOT,s 10 meter (black-and-white) and 20 meter (color). The Soviets at-the present sell only photo products'

Both cameras sense on Àm, n"r,"" no digital tapes are u*ituut". (SOJUZKARTÂ promises that digital !ape9 1vltt be available next year,

and will be formatred d;;;;p;ftbte 'îttn the Iandsat and spor iapes). Contirrade is promoùng thè digitization of the photos for

analysis and display.
The soviets will not sell data of their country, any East Bloc state, or any of the communist or Marxist developing.countries' when

asked whether the Sovieà*"." pi"""i"g to uuiit" fi ttt" u.N. ""p_"n skiesl pgT.yj. t:" I the,open nondiscriminatory distribution of im-

agery data to all nations of the #orl4 Dr] Kienko 1"iriu-a that the'soviets would uuia" uy all Ù.N. resolutions. since there exists a u'N'

resolution regarding space operators providing all èivil satellite remote sensing data to everyone, it is difficult to see how the soviets

resolve their agreeme"t to ul'là" ùy ulN. r"sotitions and at the same time restrict data taken over communist-based regimes'

The Soviets said little afout thL impacts thai sface imagery was having on key.environmental Problems in,their country' \fhen

asked why ContiTrade was restricted from selling-sovietlhôtography ii Argentina,,Brazil, and Peru (in addition to the obvious

restrictions in Cuba u.ra f.ii.uru!"u;, the reply *urihut the êoviets"hua t,o.t_g hisiories of cooperation in space remote.sensing in these

three countries as well. The sJviéis ,""- tô have no misgivings about s-oviet imagery and western remote sensing data sources

(landsat and SPOT) being used together in projects in developing countries such as Peru'
-C.K. Paul


